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Mixing and mq dependence of axial vector mesons in the Coulomb gauge QCD model
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We discuss pure qq axial–vector mesons in the Tamm-Dancoff approximation of the Coulomb–
gauge QCD model from NCSU. While recent studies have put emphasis in configuration mixing with
open meson–meson channels, we here concentrate on the simpler closed–channel problem and follow
the 1+ mixing through a wide range of quark masses. We also examine their radial excitations and
discuss with them the concept of insensitivity to chiral symmetry breaking.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. qq¯ as a rough guide to the spectrum
In this article we concentrate on axial–vector mesons in a qq¯ field theory approach. It is natural to question, at
a time where exotic and hidden exotic mesons are widely discussed, why is a discussion limited to quark–antiquark
configurations even thinkable. Therefore, we plot in figure 1 the two lowest traditional quark–model states for each
quark flavor (dotted lines, from [1]) against the experimental states [2], and all shifted in mass so that the relevant
0−1− s–wave threshold is at E = 0 (hence πρ, KK∗, DD∗ and BB∗ all appear at the same height in the spectral
Grotrian diagram: this removes the additive effect of the quark mass). The figure shows several well–known features:
that heavy quark states are more deeply bound and the one nearest decay threshold can be a radial excitation (the
first one for charm, the second one for bottom); that the cc¯ state, the renowned X(3872) is a bit low as compared to
the pure qq¯ model prediction, and just at the decay threshold; and that, because the pions are so light and hence the
threshold so low, excited 1+ states made of light quarks are broad and extremely difficult to reconstruct in experiment.
But most importantly, it shows that the quark model gets the basic picture right, roughly identifying where the
different axial vector mesons should be. Of course, coupling to meson–meson channels can profoundly change the
properties of any one particular state. But to study global properties of the spectrum, it is clear that the qq¯ approach,
even without that claim to precision in any particular state, is sensible.
Mesons are eigenstates of parity. In the quark model, a quark and an antiquark in the cm frame have total orbital
angular momentum equal to that of the relative particle, L = l, and the parity is P := (−1)L+1. Positive parity is
thus achieved with odd orbital angular momentum.
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FIG. 1: Spectrum of low–lying closed flavor axial–vector
mesons. We compare the old predictions of the Godfrey
and Isgur quark model [1] with the current (central value)
masses as listed in the Review of Particle Physics [2].
From left to right, the qq¯ flavors are light–antilight, ss¯,
cc¯, and bb¯. In all cases the zero is normalized to the
relevant vector–pseudoscalar decay threshold of the same
quantum numbers.
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2Further, if the q and q¯ are of the same (opposite) flavor, then the meson is an eigenstate of charge conjugation,
which is given by the total spin S = sq + sq¯ as C := −(−1)L(−1)S+1 = (−1)L+S. Because S can only take the values
S = 0 and S = 1, positive charge conjugation implies S = 1 (because L is odd) and the triangle inequality forces
L = 1. These JPC = 1++ mesons are then of necessity eigenstates of L and S with respective eigenvalues 1 and 1
(spin triplet). In the traditional spectroscopic notation, they are 3P1. Similarly, with P = +1 but C = −1 we must
have L = 1, S = 0 or 1P1.
This pure L–S basis therefore diagonalizes the infinitely heavy quarkonium and is a very good approximation for
the cc¯ and bb¯ spectrum. For light mesons whose quantum numbers are compatible with a quark composition ss¯ and
nn¯ (with n = u, d), there is no reason to expect that qq¯ appropriately reflects the underlying meson structure given
that the strong interactions can create an arbitrary number of light quarks and gluons. Nevertheless, the counting
of states, their quantum numbers, and their approximate position in the spectrum follows the naive quark model
counting: the only prominent exotic multiplet is Jaffe’s inverted scalar nonet [3].
This unreasonable agreement has led to the formulation of field–theory based quasiparticle approximations in which
the bare quarks are dressed by qq¯ pairs as in the BCS mechanism [4], or by gluons modeling the QCD Dyson–Schwinger
equations [5]. The idea is that a quark mass–gap dominates most of the low–lying spectrum that therefore admits
a description in terms of only a quark and an antiquark. This is consistent with chiral symmetry breaking and the
Goldstone boson nature of the pion and kaon.
B. Mixing of 1+ mesons
For open–flavor mesons, in which the quark and antiquark have different flavor (unlike in quarkonium), charge
conjugation is no more a symmetry. Therefore, even in simple quark models, there is no reason to expect that S is
a good quantum number. Here, the L–S states are still an optional basis, but since both 3P1 and
1P1 have equal
quantum numbers JP = 1+, they generally mix.
There is an extreme case when either the quark (or the antiquark) is much heavier than its partner (or generically,
when its mass accounts for much of the meson’s). Then, Heavy Quark Symmetry applies and we know that the spin
of the heavy quark is a good quantum number because it cannot be reversed. Then the correct way of building total
J is by coupling first the light partner spin and the angular momentum into its total jq = sq + l and then couple
this to the heavy quark’s spin J = sQ + jq. The states can then be labeled as (sQ, jq)J . In the heavy quark limit,
mQ ≫ mq, these are good quantum numbers.
For the intermediate case where the masses are different, mf 6= mf ′ , neither set is made of good quantum numbers
and we can speak (if only two states are considered) of a mixing angle θP referred to the L–S basis.
This is analogous to the j–j coupling in atomic physics and we dedicate figure 2 to remind the reader of the
transition, through group 14 (formerly, group IV) with two electrons outside closed spherical subshells, from Carbon
to Lead, between quite pure Russell-Saunders L–S coupling for Carbon to quite pure j–j coupling for Lead.
It is instructive to illustrate these features by means of the shell model, in which the potential is given by V =∑
V
(i)
central + V
ee
residual + V
LS , with the residual electron-electron and spin-orbit interactions being written respectively
as
V eeresidual = α

 Z∑
i<j
1
|ri − rj | −
〈 Z∑
i<j
1
|ri − rj |
〉 (1)
and
V LS =
1
2m2e
1
r
dV central
dr
S · L. (2)
The L–S coupling is appropriate when the contribution coming from the residual electron-electron interaction (af-
ter subtracting the central part) dominates over the S-dependent spin-orbit interaction. Therefore, the remaining
contribution does dot depend on S so that it is a good quantum number.
Returning to the (infinitely–) heavy–light system [6], since we know that sQ will be a good quantum number because
the dominant term in the QCD Lagrangian is the spin–independent mQΨ¯Ψ, the mixing angle in the L–S basis can
be exactly calculated. In standard angular momentum notation,
| ((Lsq)jqsQ)JM〉 =
∑
S
| (L(sqsQ)S)JM〉 · 〈(L(sqsQ)S)J |((Lsq)jqsQ)J〉 (3)
3FIG. 2: Elements in group 14 (old IV) of the periodic
table have two electrons out of a closed shell as indicated.
Carbon is a classic example in which these two electrons
undergo Russell-Saunders L–S coupling just as in heavy
quarkonium. Lead on the other hand shows very clear j–j
coupling as in the heavy-light mesons. Intermediate ele-
ments nicely show the evolution between the two extreme
cases.
Our meson calculations will likewise evolve from pure L–
S to pure j · j coupling as function of the mass–difference
between the quark and the antiquark (see figure 5 below).
that effects the change of basis in terms of a recoupling coefficient. This can be substituted by a Racah coefficient or
a Wigner 6j coefficient, that for the problem at hand is〈(
1
(
1
2
1
2
)
S
)
1

((
1
1
2
)
jq
1
2
)
1
〉
= (−1)1+1/2+1/2+1√2jq + 1√2S + 1
{
1 12 jq
1
2 1 S
}
. (4)
Evaluating the 6j coefficients finally leads to the rotation matrix
(
jq =
1
2
jq =
3
2
)
J=1
=


√
2
3 −
√
1
3√
1
3
√
2
3

( S = 1
S = 0
)
J=1
(5)
so that the two extreme basis for mesons are separated by a rotation angle
θmaxP = arccos
(√
2
3
)
≃ 35.3o . (6)
Knowing this value exactly will come handy as a later check of the numerics.
Finally, light quarks deserve a specific comment. Though md ≫ mu, they are both much smaller than the QCD
scale, md,mu ≪ 1 GeV. This causes isospin to be an approximate symmetry, and though for ud¯ and du¯ mesons C
is not a good symmetry, it can be substituted for the approximate G-parity, that for a quark–antiquark system is
G := C(−1)I = (−1)L+S+I , with I the isospin of the state. In consequence, S and L are once more good quantum
numbers (to fix the external P and G) and these light mesons have a qq¯ component that must be in the L–S basis.
In conclusion, when the quark and antiquark flavors are equal (mf = mf ′), or when both are very small, the mixing
angle vanishes. And when one of them is infinitely heavy but the other one is held fixed, the mixing angle takes the
value arccos
(√
2
3
)
. For intermediate cases, we will resort to an extraction from the computer code data.
II. HAMILTONIAN FIELD THEORY FORMALISM
A. Simplified Hamiltonian
In principle, one would like to solve the meson spectrum directly from the QCD Hamiltonian. Its Coulomb gauge
formulation [7] has the advantage that one can construct the Fock space of possible hadrons directly from quarks,
antiquarks and physical transverse gluon. The disadvantage is a very difficult interaction kernel that depends on the
fields (and, as in any equal–time Hamiltonian approach, a nontrivial boost operator that makes changes of reference
frame all but intractable [8]). For what is worth, we quote once again its exact form before proceeding to a sensible
approximation:
HQCD = Hq +Hg +Hqg +HC , (7)
4where
Hq =
∫
dxΨ† (x) [−iα ·∇+ βm] Ψ (x) ,
Hg =
1
2
∫
dx
[J −1Πa (x) · JΠa(x) +Ba(x) ·Ba(x)] ,
Hqg = g
∫
dxJa (x) ·Aa(x),
HC =
g2
2
∫
dxdyρa (x)J−1Kab (x,y)J ρb (y) . (8)
There, Ψ and m are the current quark field and mass; Aa (a = 1, 2, . . . , 8) are the Coulomb–gauge transverse gluon
fields satisfying ∇ ·Aa = 0; g is the coupling constant; Πa are the conjugate fields; Ba are the chromomagnetic fields
Ba =∇×Aa + 1
2
gfabcAb ×Ac; (9)
and the color densities ρa and quark color currents Ja are given by
ρa(x) = Ψ† (x)T aΨ(x) + fabcAb (x) ·Πc (x) ,
Ja = Ψ† (x)αT aΨ(x) , (10)
with T a = λ/2 and fabc being the SUc(3) generators and structure constants, respectively.
The factor J can be recognized as the Faddeev-Popov determinant and is defined as
J = det (∇ ·D) , (11)
where D is the covariant derivative in adjoint representation, Dab = δab∇− gfabcAc.
Finally, the kernel Kab (x,y) in HC represents the instantaneous non-Abelian Coulomb interaction
Kab (x,y) =
〈
x, a|(∇ ·D)−1(−∇2)(∇ ·D)−1|y, b〉 . (12)
This work addresses axial–vector mesons with JP = 1+; but two transverse gluons, by Landau–Yang’s theorem,
cannot form a state of J = 1; therefore, the term Hg would start contributing only in three–particle configurations
such as hybrid mesons [9] or three–gluon oddballs [10]. We do not need to discuss it in this paper, as the philosophy
of the quasiparticle gap makes those configurations heavier than qq¯ (which is supported by the calculations in those
references).
To achieve a tractable model, we simplify the remaining interaction terms HC and Hqg, replacing them by classical
interactions. The Coulomb interaction is substituted by the following longitudinal Coulomb potential:
HC −→ VC = −1
2
∫
dxdyρa (x) Vˆ (|x− y|) ρa (y) , (13)
with a confining potential in momentum space derived from the Yang–Mills dynamics [11],
V (p) =


(
−12.25m
1.93
g
p3.93
)
, for p < mg,
− 8.07p2
ln
(
p2
m2g
+0.82
)
−0.62
ln
(
p2
m2g
+1.41
)0.8 , for p > mg.
(14)
The parameter mg determines the scale of the model, and it is set to mg ≈ 600 MeV.
The coupling between quarks and transverse gluons Hqg appears at second order in a diagrammatic expansion since
the gluon has to be produced and absorbed. Having the structure ~α · ~α in spinor space, it is important to properly
describe hyperfine splittings in the spectrum. We again approximate this second order interaction by a classical
transverse hyperfine potential VT ,
VT =
1
2
∫
dx dyJai (x) Uˆij (x,y) J
a
j (y), (15)
where the kernel Uˆij inherits the transversality of the propagated physical gluons that have been eliminated,
Uˆij (x,y) =
(
δij − ∇i∇j
∇
2
)
x
Uˆ (|x− y|) . (16)
5We choose Uˆ to be a Yukawa-type potential representing the exchange of a constituent gluon with dynamical mass
mg; in momentum space it is defined by
U (p) = Ch


(−24.57) 1p2+m2g , for p < mg,
− 8.07p2
ln
(
p2
m2g
+0.82
)
−0.62
ln
(
p2
m2g
+1.41
)0.8 , for p > mg.
(17)
The constant Ch is left as a free model parameter that controls the global strength of this potential with respect to the
longitudinal one. The factor −24.57 is not a parameter, instead it is fixed by matching the high and low momentum
ranges at the scale mg.
Thus, the model parameters are mg (overall scale), Ch (purely phenomenological, in the gauge theory it should be
fixed by mg or equivalently αs), and the current quark masses mf . The model has the same degrees of freedom and
global symmetries as QCD so its multiplet structure is the same; it supports spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking
as described next in subsection II B, unlike the constituent quark model; having a long–range potential, it supports
radial–like excitations (unlike the Nambu–Jona–Lasinio model, that has no excited states); its wave equations are
much simpler to solve than the covariant Dyson–Schwinger equations in Landau gauge, where radial excitations are
not well understood either; and unlike in lattice gauge theory, the formulation is continuous and the rotation and
chiral properties are manifest.
On the down side, there is no known way to control its uncertainties with a counting; and because the boost
operators are complicated in equal–time quantization, its usefulness is limited to spectroscopy, hadron structure
(form factors, structure functions, etc.) are not naturally treated in this framework, since they require wavefunctions
in different reference frames.
B. Quark gap equation
The first order of business is to obtain gapped quasiparticles so a truncation of the Fock space at the qq¯ level makes
sense. Here we briefly summarize the gap equation obtained with the Bogoliubov-Valatin (BV) variational method.
We introduce a variational trial function, φ(|k|) ≡ φk, i.e. the Bogoliubov angle. It specifies the quark vacuum and
one–body dispersion relation by minimization of the vacuum expectation value of the Hamiltonian, δ〈Ω|H |Ω〉 = 0,
where |Ω〉 is the quasiparticle (BCS) vacuum. Then, proceeding with the standard minimization procedure with the
convention for the quasiparticle basis in [12], we obtain the quark gap equation,
ksk −mfck =
∫ ∞
0
q2
6π2
[skcq (V1 + 2W0)− sqck (V0 + U0)] , (18)
where the shorthand functions sk and ck are defined in terms of the Bogoliubov angle and can be related to the
running quark mass mq(k) as
sk ≡ sinφk = mq(k)
E(k)
,
ck ≡ cosφk = k
E(k)
, (19)
with E(k) =
√
M2q (k) + k
2. The functions V0, V1,W0 and U0 represent angular integrals of the form
Fn(k, q) ≡
∫ 1
−1
dx xn F (|k− q|), (20)
with x = kˆ · qˆ. The Vn and Un functions in Eq. (18) are thus angular integrals of the longitudinal and transverse
potentials, respectively. The W -function is also connected to U , being defined for convenience by
W (|k− q|) ≡ U(|k− q|)x(k
2 + q2)− kq(1 + x2)
|k− q|2 . (21)
In the following sections, we will also make use of the auxiliary function Z:
Z(|k− q|) ≡ U(|k− q|) 1− x
2
|k− q|2 . (22)
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FIG. 3: Example gap functions m(k) for mg = 0.6 GeV,
Ch = 0.7 and quark masses mu = 1 MeV, ms = 50 MeV
at a high scale. The running masses increase from right
(current) to left (constituent masses, respectively).
The gap equation (18) needs to be numerically solved, which we do by iteration with a Newton–like method
(employing a linearization in the separation between the initial guess and the actual solution). A typical outcome is
shown in figure 3.
C. Meson spectrum: TDA equation of motion
Once the 1–body problem has been variationally dealt with, we can interpret the mesonic states as excited bound
states of quasiparticles. Safe for the pion, as a Goldstone boson, the Tamm-Dancoff (TDA) approximation [13] is
appropriate. First, let us deploy the more difficult TDA equation for an open-flavor meson in the state |ΨnJP 〉 with
total angular momentum J , parity P and radial quantum number n,
〈ΨnJP |
[
H,Q†nJP
]
|Ω〉 = (EnJP − E0) 〈ΨnJP |Q†nJP |Ω〉; (23)
Q†nJP is the meson creation operator
Q†nJP ≡
∑
αβ
∫
dk
(2π)
3Ψ
nJP
αβ (k)B
†
α (k)D
†
β (−k) , (24)
with B†α and D
†
β the quasiparticle operators for the quark and antiquark, α, β denoting spin projections over k (we
have omitted the color indices), and ΨnJPαβ the corresponding wave function.
Making use of conventional techniques, the commutators in left-hand side of Eq. (23) can be evaluated after normal
ordering with respect to the BCS vacuum, and the projected equation for the wave function can be obtained. We
employ the L–S basis
ΨnJPαβ (k) =
∑
LSmLmS
〈L,mL, S,mS |J,mJ〉 (−1)
1
2
+β
〈
1
2
, α,
1
2
,−β
∣∣∣∣S,mS
〉
Y mLL
(
kˆ
)
ΨnJPLS (k) , (25)
where ΨnJPLS (k) is the radial wave function. The equation for each of these components is then
(
MnJP − ǫfk − ǫf
′
k
)
ΨnJPLS (k) =
∑
ΛΣ
∞∫
0
q2dq
12π2
KJP ;ff
′
LS;ΛΣ (k, q)Ψ
nJP
ΛΣ (q) , (26)
where MnJP ≡ EnJP − E0 is the mass of the meson state (if only one L–S component contributes) or a matrix (if
more than one is coupled to the same JP ). ǫfk is the self–energy of the quasiparticle with flavor f (noticing that there
is one gap angle for each quasiparticle), given by
ǫfk = mfs
f
k + kc
f
k −
∫ ∞
0
q2
6π2
[
sfks
f
q (V0 + 2U0) + c
f
kc
f
q (V1 +W0)
]
; (27)
7and that needs to be regulated. It is formally infinite through the confining potential kernels V0, V1, but a Ward
identity from global color symmetry guarantees the cancellation [14] of that infinity with the one coming from the
two–body kernel (which checks all the relative factors in the computer code).
That kernel KJP ;ff
′
LS;ΛΣ (k, q), coupling different orbital and spin states, is given by
KJP ;ff
′
LS;ΛΣ (k, q) =
2
π (2J + 1)
∑
mΛmΣmJmLmS
〈J,mJ |L,mL, S,mS〉〈Λ,mΛ,Σ,mΣ|J,mJ〉
∫
dΩkdΩqY
∗mL
L (k)Y
mΛ
Λ (q)
×
∑
γδαβ
(−1)1+β+γ Gff ′αβγδ (k, q)
〈
S,mS
∣∣∣∣12 , α, 12 ,−β
〉〈
1
2
, δ,
1
2
,−γ
∣∣∣∣Σ,mΣ
〉
. (28)
The function Gαβγδ (k, q) in Eq. (28) is defined as
Gff
′
αβγδ (k, q) ≡ V (|k− q|) hff
′
αβγδ (k, q)− U (|k− q|) tff
′
αβγδ (k, q) , (29)
and carries dependence on the Bogoliubov angle coming from the quasiparticle basis through the functions hff
′
αβγδ and
tff
′
αβγδ,
hff
′
αβγδ (k, q) =
1
4
[
a5 gγβ(kˆ, qˆ) δαδ + a8 gγβ(kˆ, qˆ) gαδ(qˆ, kˆ) + a7 δγβ δαδ + a6 δγβ gαδ(qˆ, kˆ)
]
,
tff
′
αβγδ (k, q) = −
1
4
[
a1b
L
iαδ(kˆ)b
R
iγβ(kˆ) + a3b
L
iαδ(kˆ)b
L
iγβ(qˆ) + a4b
R
iαδ(qˆ)b
R
iγβ(kˆ) + a2b
R
iαδ(qˆ)b
L
iγβ(qˆ)
]
+
1
4 (k− q)2
[
a1
(
gαδ
(
kˆ, kˆ
)
k − gαδ
(
qˆ, kˆ
)
q
)(
gγβ
(
kˆ, kˆ
)
k − gγβ
(
kˆ, qˆ
)
q
)
+
+a3
(
gαδ
(
kˆ, kˆ
)
k − gαδ
(
qˆ, kˆ
)
q
)(
gγβ
(
kˆ, qˆ
)
k − gγβ (qˆ, qˆ) q
)
+
+a4
(
gαδ
(
qˆ, kˆ
)
k − gαδ (qˆ, qˆ) q
)(
gγβ
(
kˆ, kˆ
)
k − gγβ
(
kˆ, qˆ
)
q
)
+
+a2
(
gαδ
(
qˆ, kˆ
)
k − gαδ (qˆ, qˆ) q
)(
gγβ
(
kˆ, qˆ
)
k − gγβ (qˆ, qˆ) q
)]
. (30)
In these last expressions we have used the shorthands gαβ and b
L,R
iαβ ,
gαβ (rˆ, wˆ) ≡ χ†ασ · rˆσ · wˆχβ ,
bLiαβ (rˆ) ≡
(
χ†α σi σ · rˆ χβ
)
,
bRiαβ (rˆ) ≡
(
χ†α σ · rˆ σi χβ
)
, (31)
with χα denoting Pauli spinors, and the coefficients ai that carry the gap angle dependence (and arise from the
four–spinor products),
a1 =
√
1 + sfk
√
1 + sf
′
k
√
1− sfq
√
1− sf ′q ,
a2 =
√
1− sfk
√
1− sf ′k
√
1 + sfq
√
1 + sf
′
q ,
a3 =
√
1 + sfk
√
1− sf ′k
√
1− sfq
√
1 + sf
′
q ,
a4 =
√
1− sfk
√
1 + sf
′
k
√
1 + sfq
√
1− sf ′q ,
a5 =
√
1 + sfk
√
1− sf ′k
√
1 + sfq
√
1− sf ′q ,
a6 =
√
1− sfk
√
1 + sf
′
k
√
1− sfq
√
1 + sf
′
q ,
a7 =
√
1 + sfk
√
1 + sf
′
k
√
1 + sfq
√
1 + sf
′
q ,
a8 =
√
1− sfk
√
1− sf ′k
√
1− sfq
√
1− sf ′q . (32)
8In turn, s
f(f ′)
k(q) is the sine of the corresponding gap angle as given in Eq. (19), obtained by solving the gap equation
for the f(f ′)-th quasiparticle. It carries the dependence on the current quark mass and (for light quarks) on chiral
symmetry breaking.
Application of the TDA equation to the meson spectrum with quantum states designated by IG(JPC), requires first
an analytic computation of the corresponding kernel KJP ;ff
′
LS;ΛΣ (k, q). A few of the lowest angular momentum kernels,
assuming isospin symmetry (and omitting the f , f ′ indices) are:
• pseudoscalar (0−+),
K0
−
00;00 (k, q) = V1 (a5 + a6) + V0 (a7 + a8) + 2U0 (a1 + a2)− 2W0 (a3 + a4) ; (33)
(Actually, we employ an extended version of this equation using the Random Phase Approximation as described
in [15] that respects chiral symmetry, guaranteeing that Goldstone’s theorem is implemented and thus mpi = 0
in the mq = 0 limit, but we eschew a detailed description because it defocuses our discussion of the axial vector
mesons for which the TDA is sufficient.)
• vector (1−−),
K1
−
01;01 (k, q) =
1
3
[3V1 (a5 + a6) + a8 (4V2 − V0) + 3a7V0 − 2 (a1 + a2)U0+
+2 (a3 + a4)U1 + 2qk (a3 + a4)Z0 + 4
(
a1k
2 + a2q
2
)
Z0
]
; (34)
• axial (1+−),
K1
+
10;10 (k, q) = (a5 + a6)V2 + (a7 + a8)V1 + 2 (a1 + a2)U1 − 2 (a3 + a4)W1; (35)
• axial (1++),
K1
+
11;11 (k, q) =
1
2
(V0 + V2) (a5 + a6) +
1
2
(U0 + U2 − 2W1) (a3 + a4)
+V1 (a7 + a8) + Z1
(
a1k
2 + a2q
2
)
+ Z0
1
2
(
k2 − q2) (a4 − a3) . (36)
The parts proportional to the longitudinal Coulomb potential (all terms containing Vi) can be checked against prior
literature, as are the entire pseudoscalar and vector kernels. The longitudinal axial–vector kernel pieces in Eqs. (35)
and (36) coincide with those computed by [16] (that corrected an error in the earlier evaluation of [13], where the
scalar and tensor kernels for the longitudinal potential can be found if needed).
D. Nondiagonal TDA equation (for open flavor)
Central to this work is the mixing of axial states with open flavor f 6= f ′, |us¯〉, |cu¯〉, |cs¯〉, etc. in which case the
quark and antiquark have different gap angles. (In the case of hidden flavor f = f ′, the gap angle is the same for both,
and therefore the spectrum can be obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem in TDA equation with the kernels given
by Eqs. (35) and (36) in the L–S basis; this degenerate case is relegated, for the sake of expediency, to appendix A.)
For states with open flavor we should expect the Coulomb gauge model to incorporate mixing, yielding non-vanishing
off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian.
The TDA equation given in Eq. (26) generalizes then to a coupled–channel problem given by
(
Mn1+ − ǫfk − ǫf
′
k
)(
Ψn1
+
10 (k)
Ψn1
+
11 (k)
)
=
∞∫
0
q2dq
12π2
(
K1
+
10;10 (k, q) K
1+
10;11 (k, q)
K1
+
11;10 (k, q) K
1+
11;11 (k, q)
)(
Ψn1
+
10 (q)
Ψn1
+
11 (q)
)
, (37)
where the off-diagonal element K1
+
10;11 (k, q) of the kernel matrix is given by
K1
+
10;11 (k, q) =
1√
2
{
(V2 − V0) (a5 − a6) +
[
U0 − U2 + Z0
(
k2 − q2)] (a3 − a4)} . (38)
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FIG. 4: Whereas in the literature one often discusses the
mixing angle between the ground state 3P1 and
1P1 state
(left), a more general treatment as in Eq. (37) allows for
each of the radial excitations on the 1P1 tower to mix
with any of those in the 3P1 suite, since the radial qq¯
wavefunctions are orthonormal only within each of the
two sets, but not across them. This more general mix-
ing is depicted in the right panel. (The levels actually
correspond to the axial B1 mesons computed with the
Coulomb gauge approach.)
We can exploit the symmetry of the TDA kernels under transposition and k ↔ q exchange, to yield K1+11;10 (k, q) =
K1
+
10;11 (q, k).
An interesting check is to take both quasiparticles to have equal flavor. In that case, a4 = a3 and a5 = a6 as can be
read off Eq. (32) setting f = f ′ there. In that case the kernel K in Eq. (38) vanishes and the L–S basis diagonalizes
the Hamiltonian. This is as advertised since only the diagonal elements 〈1++|H |1++〉 and 〈1+−|H |1+−〉 should be
finite. The off-diagonal elements 〈1++|H |1+−〉 and 〈1+−|H |1++〉 must then vanish due to C-parity becoming a good
quantum number. (Taking this limit analytically and numerically, we obtain the same results as those described in
Appendix A for the equal–flavor case.)
In the general case when a3 6= a4, a5 6= a6, the solution of the integral eigenvalue problem in Eq. (37) provides the
masses of the mixed pseudovector states.
However, the formulation in Eq. (38) makes clear that the oft discussed mixing angle θP is, strictly speaking,
insufficient to completely describe the 3P1–
1P1 mixing.
As figure 4 shows, the usual treatment in terms of only one mixing angle θP misses the fact that any of the
3P1
states can mix with any of the 1P1 levels. Naturally, the ground state mixes more strongly with the ground state.
But our treatment actually allows for a full simultaneous diagonalization of the two towers of states to yield a unique
1+ spectrum for each flavor combination.
Nevertheless, we will loosely speak of the mixing angle θP extracting it phenomenologically from our resulting
calculated spectrum. It should be clear though that the small mixing with excited states of the opposite L–S coupling
causes probability leak to a wider Hilbert space. In a strict 2× 2 treatment as often done in phenomenological work,
one needs to allow for θP to have a small imaginary part representing the leak in the reduced, ground state, space.
III. SELECTED NUMERICAL SPECTRUM FOR OPEN–FLAVOR 1+ MESONS.
In this section we report on the calculated spectra for the axial-vector mesons with open flavor. They are obtained
by solving the gap equation followed by the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (37), including both the improved Cornell
potential and the transverse hyperfine interaction whose kernel is a Yukawa-type potential, corresponding to the
exchange of a constituent gluon with a dynamical mass mg, as discussed in subsection IIA. The parameters used to
obtain them are mg = 600 MeV, Ch = 0.7 and the quark masses quoted in each table. All integrations have been
cutoff at a scale Λ = 6.0 GeV. Because these few numbers are needed to obtain agreement with the basic pseudoscalar
and vector mesons, the axial–vector computations are parameter–free. Nevertheless, we will show the dependence on
the current quark mass which we believe is the most interesting dependence.
The current quark masses mf approximately corresponding to a physical flavor in the model approach and the
constituent quark masses Mf =Mf (0) extracted from the gap equation are displayed in Table I.
The input quark masses seem somewhat smaller than other estimates from quark models, but this field theory
approach has a contribution from the quark self–energy that works to increase the meson masses in practice, so the
constituent quark masses (and thus, their current masses too) need to be smaller to reasonably reproduce the basic
pseudoscalar and vector mesons.
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TABLE I: The current and constituent quark masses (mf andMf =Mf (0), respectively). All quantities are given in MeV.
Flavor This approach Other related
(Coulomb gauge QCD model) estimates [2, 12]
mu = md 1 1.5-5.5
ms 50 70-120
mc 830 1000-1400
mb 3900 4000-4500
Mu =Md 97 200-340
Ms 208 450-500
Mc 1218 1500-1600
Mb 4436 4600-5100
The BCS gap equation for the one–body problem and the TDA (or RPA, for the pseudoscalar) are solved in the
same grid, which is important to aid with the numerical cancellation of the infinity in the self–energy and that in the
two–body kernel. The resulting radial wavefunctions ΨnJPLS (|k|) are expressed in that grid as ΨnJPLS (ki), though we do
not address them in this work. (An alternative method employing a variational basis of a few bell–shaped functions
instead of deltas at the ki points was put forward in [17].)
The physical J = 1 states are linear combinations of the 3P1 and
1P1 basis states, and we can obtain them by
considering the off-diagonal matrix element discussed in Sec. II D relating these 3P1 and
1P1 states to the physical
states 1+L and 1
+
H (with the subindices indicating “lowest” and “highest”).
As already discussed, the mixing parameter is approximately a mixing angle. To compare with the literature, we
can obtain such angle from a mock–theory in which, instead of Eq. (37), the eigenvectors 1+L and 1
+
H would stem from
diagonalization of a 2×2 mass matrix: this yields a relation between the mixing angle θP and the mass differences [18],
cos 2θP =
M(1P1)−M(3P1)
M(1+H)−M(1+L)
; (39)
as well the corresponding masses
M(1+L) = M(
1P1) cos
2 θP +M(
3P1) sin
2 θP − [M(3P1)−M(1P1)] sin
2 2θP
2 cos 2θP
,
M(1+H) = M(
1P1) sin
2 θP +M(
3P1) cos
2 θP + [M(
3P1)−M(1P1)] sin
2 2θP
2 cos 2θP
. (40)
Table II summarizes the TDA masses of the lowest-lying 1+L and 1
+
H mesons with open flavor; the energies of the
3P1
and 1P1 configurations in the absence of mixing; and the 1
++–1+− mixing angles resulting from their comparison.
TABLE II: TDA masses of lowest-lying 1++, 1+−, 1+L and 1
+
H mesons with open flavor, and the 1
++
− 1+− mixing angles. The
TDA eigenvalue problem as well as the gap equation have been solved with the presence of an improved Cornell potential and
a transverse hyperfine interaction, as discussed in subsection II A. The masses are given in GeV and rounded off to the nearest
5 MeV after estimating the mixing angle.
Quark content [qf ¯qf ′ ] Meson [I(J
P )] 1++ 1+− 1+L 1
+
H θP
su¯/sd¯ K1(1270), K1(1400)[
1
2
(1+)] 1.180 1.375 1.135 1.410 22.3◦
cu¯/cd¯ D1(2420), D1(2430)[
1
2
(1+)] 2.350 2.490 2.225 2.600 34.0◦
cs¯ Ds1(2460), Ds1(2536)[0(1
+)] 2.420 2.515 2.350 2.580 33.0◦
bu¯/bd¯ B1(5721), ?[
1
2
(1+)] 5.665 5.790 5.535 5.905 35.0◦
bs¯ Bs1(5830), ?[0(1
+)] 5.725 5.810 5.645 5.890 34.8◦
bc¯ ?[0(1+)] 6.595 6.610 6.580 6.620 33.4◦
The information in this Table II shows that the parameter–free prediction of the Coulomb–gauge kernels gets the
spectrum approximately right but is not particularly accurate, with typical errors 100-200 MeV. We do not consider
that it is worth fine–tuning it, since it is not an arbitrarily improvable approximation with a control parameter, and
rather proceed to make some more general statements.
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The one thing that can be examined, in an approach that simultaneously incorporates light–quark and heavy–quark
symmetries as appropriate, is the dependence of the spectrum with the quark masses. This is particularly interesting
for the mixing angle, that depends quite strongly on mf −mf ′ . To this purpose we dedicate Tables III, and IV.
They display the masses of the axial vector states, the 1++ − 1+− mixing angles as a function of the current quark
mass mf ′ , at fixed value of mf ≡ ms,mc. (As a check, these calculations were carried out with a substantially larger
number of points in the integral equation discretization than those in Table II. The difference in the eigenstates are
not visible within our quoted 5 MeV precision.)
TABLE III: Axial vector mesons with at least one s–quark.
Masses of the axial vector states 3P1,
1P1, 1
+
L , 1
+
H (and of the first radially excited doublet 2
+
L , 2
+
H ) and the
3P1 −
1 P1 mixing
angle for the ground state, as a function of the current quark mass mf ′ , at fixed value of mf = 50 MeV (≡ ms). All meson
masses in GeV. The (orientative) physical points are highlighted in boldface.
mf ′
3P1
1P1 1
+
L 1
+
H θP E2L E2H
0.000 1.175 1.375 1.130 1.410 22.7◦ 1.830 1.995
0.001 1.180 1.375 1.135 1.410 22.2◦ 1.840 2.000
0.005 1.190 1.380 1.160 1.405 20.2◦ 1.855 2.000
0.010 1.205 1.385 1.180 1.405 17.6◦ 1.875 2.000
0.015 1.215 1.390 1.200 1.405 15.7◦ 1.890 2.005
0.020 1.230 1.400 1.215 1.405 13.3◦ 1.905 2.010
0.025 1.240 1.405 1.235 1.410 10.6◦ 1.920 2.015
0.030 1.250 1.415 1.245 1.415 7.7◦ 1.930 2.020
0.035 1.260 1.420 1.260 1.420 6.4◦ 1.940 2.030
0.040 1.270 1.430 1.270 1.430 4.6◦ 1.950 2.035
0.045 1.285 1.435 1.285 1.435 0◦ 1.960 2.045
0.050 1.295 1.445 1.295 1.445 0◦ 1.970 2.050
0.055 1.305 1.450 1.305 1.450 0◦ 1.980 2.060
0.060 1.315 1.460 1.315 1.460 4.7◦ 1.985 2.065
0.065 1.325 1.460 1.320 1.470 6.7◦ 1.995 2.075
0.070 1.335 1.475 1.330 1.480 7.5◦ 2.000 2.080
0.075 1.345 1.485 1.340 1.485 7.5◦ 2.010 2.090
0.080 1.355 1.495 1.350 1.495 9.5◦ 2.020 2.095
0.085 1.365 1.500 1.355 1.505 11.1◦ 2.025 2.105
0.090 1.370 1.510 1.365 1.515 11.6◦ 2.030 2.115
0.095 1.380 1.515 1.375 1.525 12.5◦ 2.040 2.120
0.100 1.390 1.525 1.380 1.535 14.1◦ 2.045 2.130
Table IV provides the masses and mixing angle of the first axial doublet with one charm quark, as function of the
mass of the antiquark mf ′ .
The mixing angle given in Tables III and IV as function of the quark mass splitting ∆mf ′f = mf ′ −mf is plotted
in Fig. 5, at fixed values of mf .
The plots show that at ∆mf ′f ≈ 0, the mixing angle also vanishes. As the current quark mass splitting increases,
the mixing angle augments, tending to its maximum value of θP = 35.3
◦ in the heavy quark limit of m′f for mf fixed.
The point of this exercise is not an eventual agreement or disagreement with experiment, but to clarify (given the
confusion that we have seen in the literature) how the pure qq¯ has to (roughly) behave as a function of the quark
mass and how the value of the mixing angle is fixed, from theory, at the ends of the spectrum.
For completeness, we will also give two tables with numerical results for equal–flavor (mf = mf ′), though charge
conjugation makes the mixing angle vanish. The discussion will be very brief; further outcomes of the calculation
for other omitted mesons can be obtained from the authors upon request. The first one, Table V lists the masses
of the axial vector mesons with one light quark, as function of the antiquark mass. Since we have already given the
corresponding mixing angles for the cases of interest in Table III above, we now compare instead the closed-flavor
axial mesons with the masses of the vector and pseudoscalar mesons (with open flavor) computed with the same
Coulomb approach, that eventually allows to obtain the phase space for the strong decay 1+ → 1−0−.
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TABLE IV: Axial vector mesons with at least one c–quark.
Masses of the axial vector states 3P1,
1P1, 1
+
L , 1
+
H and the
3P1 −
1 P1 mixing angle for the ground state, as a function of the
current quark mass mf ′ , at fixed value of mf = 830 MeV (≡ mc). All meson masses in GeV, rounded off to the nearest 5 MeV
after computing the mixing angle. The (orientative) physical points are highlighted in boldface.
mf ′
3P1
1P1 1
+
L 1
+
H θP
0.000 2.350 2.490 2.220 2.600 34.1◦
0.400 2.870 2.905 2.860 2.915 24.3◦
0.500 2.990 3.020 2.985 3.025 20.4◦
0.600 3.105 3.135 3.105 3.135 14.3◦
0.700 3.220 3.250 3.220 3.250 10.9◦
0.725 3.250 3.275 3.250 3.275 8◦
0.750 3.280 3.305 3.280 3.305 0◦
0.800 3.335 3.360 3.335 3.360 0◦
0.830 3.370 3.395 3.370 3.395 0◦
0.900 3.450 3.470 3.450 3.470 0◦
0.925 3.475 3.500 3.475 3.500 8.5◦
0.950 3.505 3.525 3.505 3.525 8.5◦
1.000 3.560 3.580 3.560 3.585 8.5◦
1.100 3.670 3.690 3.670 3.695 14.5◦
1.200 3.780 3.800 3.780 3.800 16.8◦
1.300 3.890 3.910 3.885 3.910 18.4◦
1.400 3.995 4.015 3.995 4.020 21.5◦
1.500 4.105 4.125 4.100 4.125 26.8◦
1.800 4.425 4.440 4.420 4.460 26.6◦
2.000 4.635 4.650 4.630 4.660 28.4◦
2.300 4.950 4.965 4.940 4.975 30.5◦
3.000 5.675 5.690 5.665 5.700 31.8◦
3.900 6.595 6.610 6.580 6.620 33.4◦
TABLE V: Masses of the lowest (closed–flavor) axial, (open–flavor) pseudoscalar and vector states as a function of the current
quark mass mf ′ . (The approximate strange mass within this Hamiltonian is noted.) For the pseudoscalar and vector mesons,
the light quark mass is fixed at mf = 1 MeV, and for the axial state mf = mf ′ , as these are the masses relevant for the decay
1+ → K∗K. In the pseudoscalar case, the masses are calculated within RPA approach [12, 13]. The values are given in GeV.
mf ′ 0
+(1++) 1
2
(1−) 1
2
(0−)
0 1.215 0.760 0
0.005 1.260 0.770 0.210
0.010 1.295 0.780 0.290
0.020 1.355 0.810 0.395
0.030 1.410 0.835 0.460
0.040 1.465 0.860 0.515
0.050 1.515 0.890 0.560
Experimental f1(1426) K
∗(892) K(497)
0.060 1.560 0.910 0.595
0.070 1.605 0.935 0.630
0.080 1.650 0.960 0.665
0.090 1.690 0.980 0.690
0.100 1.735 1.005 0.720
0.110 1.775 1.025 0.745
0.120 1.815 1.045 0.770
Towards the end of the table, for a quark mass a bit above twice the strange mass, the axial vector state becomes
bound. This is the situation empirically found for charmonium, where the ground state 1++ and 1+− mesons are
bound, and it is the X(3872) or χ′1(3872), whose qq¯ component has one radial excitation, that finds itself at the strong
decay threshold to D∗D.
Therefore, Table V is continued in Table VI but not with the first 13P1 ground state axial–vector meson, rather
with its first radial excitation 23P1 that is relevant for the charm region.
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FIG. 5: Mixing angle between the two (1+) states as a function of the current quark mass splitting ∆mf ′f = mf ′ −mf . Left
plot: mf = 50 MeV (≡ ms). Right plot: mf = 830 MeV (≡ mc). The mixing angle vanishes at the deep valley in the middle
of each plot (pure L–S coupling or θP = 0) when the quark masses are equal.
TABLE VI: Masses of the (closed–flavor) axial, (open–flavor) pseudoscalar and vector states as function of the current quark
mass mf ′ . (The approximate charm mass in this Hamiltonian is highlighted.) For the pseudoscalar and vector mesons, these
are the lowest states obtained with light quark mass fixed at mf = 1 MeV; and for the axial meson this is the 2
3P1 state with
mf = mf ′ . The values are given in GeV.
mf ′ 2
3P1
1
2
(1−) 1
2
(0−)
0.600 3.330 1.790 1.730
0.650 3.440 1.855 1.800
0.700 3.545 1.920 1.865
0.750 3.655 1.985 1.930
0.800 3.760 2.050 1.995
0.830 3.825 2.085 2.035
Expt. (charged) 3.872 2.010 1870
Expt. (neutral) 3.872 2.007 1865
0.850 3.870 2.110 2.060
0.900 3.975 2.170 2.125
0.950 4.080 2.235 2.185
1.000 4.185 2.295 2.250
1.050 4.290 2.355 2.310
1.100 4.395 2.410 2.370
1.150 4.500 2.470 2.430
1.200 4.605 2.530 2.490
Once more, the listed state, corresponding to the first radial excitation, passes from being above threshold and
decaying strongly, to becoming a bound state under threshold. In the model, this happens for energies below the
charmonium spectrum, but this is because the threshold comes too high (the calculation of the mass of the D meson
seems to be overshooting). However in nature the cross from unbound to bound happens for quark masses so close
to the actual charm mass, that the state is pegged at the threshold and the discussion of how much of its nature is
due to its quarkonium seed and how much to its molecular component [19] has generated an inmense literature (see
for example [20–22]).
Once a number of numerical results has been exposed, we return to the open–flavor case, where the discussion of
the axial–vector mixing angle is germane, and discuss three additional physics topics.
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TABLE VII: Computed masses (in GeV) of pseudoscalar, vector, and axial–vector Bc mesons in the Coulomb gauge model
with mg = 0.6 GeV, Ch = 0.7, mb = 3.9 GeV, mc = 0.83 GeV. Also shown are the masses of the two experimentally known
pseudoscalar states and a guess (based on interpolating between charmonium and bottomonium with the states listed in the
text) at the mass of the Bc1. It is clear that the third pair of Bc1 mesons (highlighted in boldface), probably around 7.4 GeV
in view of all the information available, will be the lightest one that can decay into the open flavor channels BD∗ and B∗D.
(All calculations rounded off to the nearest 5 MeV.)
0− 6.310 6.770 7.135 7.440 7.710
Experimental 6.275(0.8) 6.871(2)
1− (B∗c ) 6.325 6.780 7.140 7.445 7.715
3P1 6.595 6.980 7.305 7.590 7.845
1P1 6.610 6.990 7.315 7.595 7.850
Mixed 1+ 6.580, 6.620 6.975, 7.000 7.300, 7.320
Interpolated 6.780 ± 0.030 7.130 ± 0.030
from cc¯, bb¯
Potential model of [24] 6.725, 6.744 7.098, 7.105 7.393, 7.405
Instantaneous BS [25] 6.815,6.830 7.168, 7.174
Lattice (quenched NRQCD) [23] 6.738(8), 6.760(8)
IV. SOME PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES
In this section we explore several contemporary physical consequences and applications in meson spectroscopy.
Subsection IVA highlights the Bc1 axial vector mesons because a chain of reasoning based on LO Heavy Quark
Effective Theory suggests that the mixing angle in the second excited state can be directly read off from experiment,
checking whether indeed the mixing is near the ideal sQ–jq coupling.
A. Decays of excited Bc1 mesons
The Bc family of mesons is composed of one b–quark and one c–antiquark. Because mb >> mc, Heavy Quark
Spin Symmetry dictates that the b–spin sb is a good quantum number and the sb–jc coupling (aka j–j coupling)
applies. This is supported by the early NRQCD computation in a quenched lattice of [23] that finds a mixing angle
θP = (33.4± 1.2)o quite near the extreme Heavy–Light value of Eq. (6).
No axial vector mesons with this flavor content have been experimentally reported yet. A simple linear interpolation
between the cc¯ and bb¯ spectra, leaning on the known masses of the ηc, ηc(2S), Bc, Bc(2S), ηb, ηb(2S), χc, hc, X(3872),
χb, χb(2S) and hb(2S) suggests that the first two pairs of Bc1 axial vector mesons are to be found near 6780 ± 30
MeV and 7130± 30 MeV.
The threshold for the strong s–wave decay 1+ → 1−0− of an axial meson is, for the Bc1 family, given by the
two energies mB +mD∗ = (5.279 + 2.010) GeV = 7.289 GeV and mB∗ +mD = (5.325 + 1.870) GeV = 7.195 GeV
respectively. Thus, all four of the first Bc1 mesons will be narrow bound states, just like in the bb¯ spectrum.
The actual Coulomb gauge model calculation shown in table VII concurs with this observation. Though it seems
likely that the computed Bc1 masses lie 100 MeV too low, it seems clear that it is the third pair of Bc1 mesons (in the
Coulomb approach, around 7.31 GeV, in the real world probably up to 7.4 GeV, as supported by the recent model
of [24] and references therein) that will be able to decay strongly.
Once the spectroscopy has been reviewed, we can discuss how the mixing angle of the 1+ Bc mesons that can decay
to open flavor channels can be exposed 1. The guiding principle is that, in the decay process, light degrees of freedom
cannot alter the spin of a heavy quark. This means that sb for the heavy quark can be read off directly in the final
state. Once this has been discounted, the interesting observation is that whether jc = 1/2 or jc = 3/2 for the charm
quark can also be tracked to the final state. This is because the light degrees of freedom (eventually, a constituent uu¯
pair) cannot flip the spin of the charm quark either. This is illustrated in figure 6.
The outcome is that, out of the two possible channels, the configuration with jc = 3/2 selects BD¯
∗, and this is
distinguishable from B∗D¯ which is how the jc = 1/2 state decays. Thus, the almost perfect sQ–jq mixing for this
excited Bc1 states can be read off the final state. Uncertainties in the prediction are O(mc/mb) from demanding that
1 There is a recent preprint [25] that provides a complementary point of view from the Dyson–Schwinger Equations.
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FIG. 6: The decay of the excited Bc1 axial vector me-
son selects BD∗ or B∗D (in the heavy quark limit) de-
pending on the internal angular momentum jc = 3/2
or jc = 1/2. The idea is that the heavy quark spins
(hatched) are unaffected. Thus, the sb b–quark spin goes
directly into the final state. When the string snaps and a
light quark–antiquark pair is created, the sc is supposedly
likewise not affected, because mc ≫ ΛQCD,mu. In that
case, conservation of angular momentum as indicated pre-
dicts that each of the jc states decays to a different vec-
tor/pseudoscalar combination distinguishable by flavor.
the sb spin stays constant in the decay, and a smaller O(mu/mc) from fixing the charm spin, amounting to a 25%
uncertainty (this is still good enough to allow clear distinction of the two channels).
It remains to hope that a future upgrade of Belle-II (or some other B factory) can thoroughly explore the much
unknown Bc spectrum extending above 12.55 GeV. In addition to the one highlighted here, there are many physics
opportunities in doing so [26].
B. Mixing of strange K1 mesons
The literature is riddled with discussion about the correct angle mixing the K1 mesons composed by a strange
and a light quark–antiquark pair with isospin 1/2. The 3P1 SU(3) nonet containing a1(1260), whose J
PC = 1++
eigenstates are f1(1285) and f1(1420), would contain four K1A kaon resonances. Likewise, the
1P1 SU(3) nonet
containing b1(1235), whose J
PC = 1+− eigenstates are h1(1170) and h1(1380), would contain four K1Bs. The
rotation matrix equivalent to Eq. (5) is(
K1(1400)
K1(1270)
)
=
(
cos θK1 − sin θK1
sin θK1 cos θK1
)(
K1A
K1B
)
. (41)
Typical analysis examines the masses, with formulae such as
m2K1A = m
2
1400 cos
2 θK1 +m
2
1270 sin
2 θK1 , (42)
m2K1B = m
2
1400 sin
2 θK1 +m
2
1270 cos
2 θK1 .
For example, Suzuki [27] proposed that θK1 = 33
o or alternatively 57o. Cheng finds a smaller value of order (28 −
30)o [28] excluding the larger solution. Isgur and Godfrey seem to quote some 34o [1]. Burakovsky and Goldman
quote a large mixing between 35 and 55 degrees [29] and another nonrelativistic quark model by Li and Li [30] yields
59 degrees (the complementary angle of 31 degrees, of course).
To isolate the rotation angle, one needs the masses on the left hand side of Eq. (42) that correspond to no physical
particle; they are sometimes obtained from a model Hamiltonian, as is our case, or else they can be isolated from
flavor analysis in the Gell-Mann-Okubo spirit. In this case, the difficulty is that the f1 and h1 mesons, because there
are two in each multiplet, undergo singlet–octet flavor mixing, and that flavor angle[31–33] becomes entangled with
the spin angle of interest for Eq. (41).
In any case, we do not concur here with the findings in the literature. Our result for the mixing angle can be read
off the left end of the left plot in figure 5 and has been highlighted in bold face in table III, and it is about 22.2o,
well below the O(30o) coming from phenomenological analysis. First, it is easy to identify the difference: we use
model masses computed within the same Hamiltonian, instead of employing phenomenological masses read off from
the experiment. This would seem like a shortcoming on our part. But let the reader consider that the asymptotic
value for the mixing angle, 35.2o from Eq. (6), should not be reached as early as a light–strange system: we do not
theoretically expect angles of order 30 degrees until the light–charm or light–bottom mesons.
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That is, our calculation is actually closer to theory expectations in this regard. The extractions from the experimen-
tal masses are probably parametrizing other more complex physics (such as meson–molecule mixing, decay channel
influence, or mixing with further mesons) into this pure qq¯ mixing angle, where it does not belong.
C. Excited mesons with light quarks and insensitivity to chiral symmetry breaking
As is well known, the QCD Lagrangian admits an approximate chiral symmetry due to the extreme lightness of the
up and down quarks, (mu, md) ∼ O(1 − 10MeV) ≪ (4πfpi, mN ) ∼ O(1GeV). In terms of the running quark mass
m(k), the chiral charge associated to this approximate global symmetry is given as [34]
Qa5 =
∫
d3k
(2π)3
∑
λλ′c
∑
{ff ′}light
(
τa
2
)
ff ′
k√
k2 +m2(k)
(43)
(
(σ · kˆ)λλ′
(
B†kλfcBkλ′f ′c +D
†
−kλ′f ′cD−kλfc
)
+
m(k)
k
(iσ2)λλ′
(
B†kλfcD
†
−kλ′f ′c +Bkλ′f ′cD−kλfc
))
.
Spontaneous chiral symmetry is triggered by the apparition of a nonnegligible m(k) (recall figure 3). Then, for
low k, the term in the last line dominates. This creates or destroys the qq¯ Fock–space component of a pion (which
implements the nonlinear, Goldstone–boson realization of chiral symmetry) 2.
However, if the typical k is large, because quarks are in an excited state, then m(k)/k can become small. In
consequence, that third line gets to be negligible and the second line turns dominant, noticing that it counts the
number of light quarks and antiquarks but applies a (σ · kˆ) operator to them. Thus, hadron states in which all light
quarks sit in wavefunctions with large momentum compared to m(0), the constituent quark mass, are expected to
come in mass–degenerate multiplets.
As is easily seen, [Qa5 , P ] 6= 0 (in the Pauli–Dirac representation, P =
∫
Ψ¯γ0Ψ, for example), so that the chiral
charge cannot be diagonalized simultaneously with parity though both commute with the Hamiltonian. Because parity
is an exact symmetry of the strong interactions and thus conserved by them, it is normally chosen as an observable.
The action of the chiral charge then generates chiral multiplets that contain members of opposite parities [35]. (If
the quark and antiquark flavors are equal, then charge conjugation C is also conserved, but [Q5, C] 6= 0, so the
same comment applies.) As befits this work on J = 1 mixing, we will dedicate some of the discussion in the next
subsection IVD to the angular–momentum structure of the chiral charge.
For now, let us just remark that a prediction of QCD as a chiral theory could be that there is a parity doubling
(chiral symmetry is closer to Wigner than to Goldstone mode in the high–energy spectrum). This insensitivity of
the high spectrum to chiral symmetry breaking has been estimated to trigger around 2.5 GeV in the light meson
spectrum [36], a challenging but not outlandish scale.
There are two levels of discussion. The first is whether the parity doubling happens at all in the experimental
spectrum (it does in adequate models of QCD that can address high excitation; model independent approaches such
as lattice gauge theory and effective theories have difficulties in credibly doing so, and there are not many solid
statements, but see [37] and references therein for a briefing). This is not an idle question. At the present time,
the experimental evidence is marginal (Regge trajectories do not clearly converge, and the assignment of various
parity doublers in the spectrum is debatable). The reason one can theoretically question the very interesting concept
is because the Wigner realization of the symmetry requires k ≫ m(k). If an excited meson is mostly qq¯, then
〈k〉 ∼ Mmeson2 ≫ m(〈k〉), and we expect parity doubling to set in. However, for multiquark mesons, 〈k〉 ∼ MmesonN can
well be of the same order of m(k); then, quark velocity is small and chiral symmetry continues in Goldstone mode
even for very excited mesons.
The second level arises when and if the parity doubling is well established. In that case, one could ask how fast
does the high spectrum become insensitive to chiral symmetry breaking. For example, a constituent quark model with
explicit (not spontaneous) chiral symmetry breaking would have m(k) = mq a constant. Then one would expect [38],
as with any relativistic corrections (since, as seen in Eq. (43), the action of the chiral charge is to hit the quark spin
2 The corresponding sine of the gap angle sinφ(k) =
m(k)√
m2+k2
is actually the pion wavefunction in the Random Phase Approximation.
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TABLE VIII: Numeric computations of the vector and axial vector mesons (in MeV) with equal light flavor mf = mf ′ = 1
MeV up to the fifth excitation, to examine the concept of insensitivity to chiral symmetry breaking in the high spectrum. The
evidence for this insensitivity is marginal, with the splitting between would–be chiral partners falling as M−1.2, only slightly
faster than the natural M−1 fall–off for relativistic interactions in constituent quark models [38].
1++ 1035 1740 2305 2780 3190
1+− 1270 1870 2400 2850 3245
1−− 730 1515 2115 2610 3040
1−−
′
1320 1955 2485 2935 3330
M
1++
+M
1+−
2
−
M
1−−
+M
1−−
′
2
130 70 50 45 35
with the operator σ · k), to have
(M+ −M−) ∝ 1
M+ +M−
, (44)
that is, the splitting would fall–off as the inverse of the state mass, ∆ ∝ 1/M . However, in QCD and models thereof
that implement spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, m(k) falls with k, so that the parity doubling should happen
faster, depending on the support of the mass gap function and of the quark wavefunction inside the hadron. Finding
parity degeneracy in the spectrum can help learning about the quark mass function [34]. From all the information
available, this might be possible for high–J excitations, but it seems too unlikely for fixed–J , large radial nr excitations,
as we will next reconfirm.
D. Excited J = 1 mesons and parity doubling
Let us focuse on the angular momentum part of the chiral charge and abstract all other features (flavor, color,
radial parts of the wavefunction). The content of its action with respect to angular momentum in this high–k regime
is in the (σ · kˆ)λλ′ scalar product. This is a 3P0 structure with L = 1 coupled to S = 1 to yield J = 0. Therefore,
1+ states are mapped to 1− states, to satisfy the parity flip and the angular momentum addition rules with a scalar
operator.
In a state with several light quarks/antiquarks of different momentum, most straightforwardly in a baryon [34], one
can apply (σ · kˆ1)(σ · kˆ2) . . . more than once. But in qq¯ mesons, because there is only one k and (σ · kˆ)2 = 1, we can
speak of parity doublets (modulo isospin structure).
There are two conceivable ways of achieving large k. Probably the clearest one is to choose increasingly large J [34].
But at fixed J = 1 as relevant for this paper, one has to examine highly (radially–) excited states.
We have carried out a computation of several radial excitations for axial–vector mesons and compared it to one of
vector mesons in table VIII. We have stopped reporting further excitations upon reaching the charmonium region,
since numerous unrelated resonances start appearing there and clutter the spectrum.
If we just look at the actual masses, the idea of insensitivity to chiral symmetry breaking seems reasonable. But
to distinguish whether this breaking is explicit (as in a constituent quark model) or spontaneous (as in QCD, the
truncated Dyson-Schwinger equations thereof, or the Coulomb gauge approach here exposed) is much more difficult.
The (configuration–averaged) parity splitting in the last line of the table is clearly falling.
For this purpose we have constructed the quantity (M1+ −M1−)14
∑
iM
(J=1)
i or, for short, M∆, and plot it in
the left panel of figure 7. It is clear that this quantity is proportional to the parity splitting ∆ but correcting its M
dependence: in the quark model, it should flatten out as the cost of one unit of L is down by one power of M .
The data in the figure shows that the chiral model here discussed falls slightly faster, but not by much. A fit to the
computer data yields M−α with α ≃ 1.2 just above 1. Thus, we conclude that gaining information about the running
quark mass from the radial–like excitations of the J = 1 mesons is not to be realistically expected, unlike perhaps the
large-J excitations.
Now, the calculation that we report is almost identical to the one in [39] for this particular channel (we are using
slightly different parametrizations of the Coulomb–like potential but the setup is very similar). They quote their states
in terms of the string tension
√
σ, but once pinned by making the ρ mass in both calculations equal, the differences
are at most 50 MeV and this only for quite excited states. Unsurprisingly, their results in what concerns insensitivity
to chiral symmetry breaking are very similar.
Since they address vector–meson s − d wave mixing carefully, they can identify the chiral partner of each of the
axial vector mesons for equal quark flavor. The parity doublings for the 1+− state and its 1−− partner are not clearly
decreasing withM , but those for 1++ and corresponding 1−− in the same representation of the chiral group are indeed
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FIG. 7: Left: We plot 10−6M∆ with M = 1
4
∑
i
M
(J=1)
i (M and ∆ given in units of MeV) for each radial excitation (multiplet
average mass) and ∆ = M¯1+ − M¯1− is the parity splitting between the average of the two axial–vector masses and that of
the two vector masses for each radial quantum number n. This observable would be about flat for a constituent quark model,
since k ≫ mq would damp the angular–momentum (and hence parity) splittings as 1/M (which we are correcting for). That it
falls with radial quantum number is a feeble indication of insensitivity to spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in the upper
spectrum.
Right: A related observable constructed from the computations of Glozman and Wagenbrunn [39], 10−6(M1++ −
M1−− )
M
1++
+M
1−−
2
, with the vector meson mixing chosen to be in the same representation of the chiral group as the 1++
meson. In this case, the onset of insensitivity to the quark mass is even slower than the 1/M fall–off expected in a constituent
quark model.
falling. For this last case we construct a similar quantity to our M∆, namely 10−6(M1++ −M1−−)M1+++M1−−2 that
only considers this doublet, and plot it in the right panel of figure 7.
This M -multiplied splitting is not falling: so the computation of [39] is not exposing the running quark mass m(k)
in this channel. This reinforces our conclusion that only the first of the two statements at the end of subsection IVC
can be addressed with J = 1 mesons.
Finally, let us devote some discussion to the open–flavor case. Here, there is an exhaustive work [40] that addresses
heavy–light systems and, up to very large excitation, finds relatively slow return of the Wigner realization of chiral
symmetry. We will only add one point related to 1+ meson mixing: whereas the chiral charge, due to the σ · kˆ
operator is not diagonal in the L–S basis, it is so in the jq–sQ one. This comes about because(
σ · kˆ
)
λmsq
= −
√
4π
∑
msml
Y ml1 (kˆ) (σ
ms)λmsq 〈1ms1ml|00〉 (45)
is a scalar. Since it does not act on the heavy quark, adding this total 0 angular momentum to the light quark’s jq
again yields jq.
By constructing the angular–momentum state of the quark (color and flavor indices are omitted)
|jqmq〉 =
∫
d3k
(2π)3
R(|k|)
∑
msqmL
〈1
2
msqLmL|jqmq〉Y mLL (kˆ)B†msq (k)|0〉 (46)
and employing
(σmS )λmsq =
√
3(−1)1−2msq 〈1
2
msq1mS |1
2
λ〉, (47)
it is not too hard to find a closed expression for the matrix element of Q5 in the jq basis connecting specific vector
and axial–vector mesons, which becomes an angular momentum recoupling problem solvable by a Wigner 9j symbol,
〈jqmq|Q5|jqmq〉 =
[∫ ∞
0
k2dk
(2π)3
R∗1+(|k|)R1− (|k|)
]∑
LΛ
(
−3
√
2(2L+ 1)(2jq + 1)
)

1
2 L jq
1 1 0
1
2 Λ jq

 . (48)
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The first line of the 9j symbol constructs the ket from a spin 1/2 quark and the orbital angular momentum L.
Likewise, the last line corresponds to the bra with angular momentum Λ (in the case at hand, the values that they
can take are L = 1 and Λ = 0, 2 respectively). The middle line corresponds to the structure of the chiral charge in
Eq. (45). By columns, the first is the quark spin, the second the orbital angular momentum, and the third the total
angular momentum.
This calculation shows that there is a case in which experimental data can be directly used to read off the parity
splitting: for excited B∗–like mesons, the nearest vector and axial–vector mesons are directly chiral partners, (for
other cases, they have to be disentangled from the physically mixed states).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have provided minimal background about the theoretical point of view on the problem of axial–
vector meson mixing. We have employed the Coulomb gauge Hamiltonian approach to QCD. The truncation thereof
that we employ is not, at the present time, amenable to systematic improvement, nor there exists a rigorous analysis of
its uncertainty. Therefore we have not fine tuned the few Hamiltonian parameters (scale of the potential mg, relative
strength of the transverse gluon exchange Ch, and quark masses at a high scale) to optimize the fit to the spectrum,
though a very good fit does not seem to be within reach. Instead, the model can be used for a unified discussion of
the spectrum through the whole range of quark masses.
This has allowed us to simultaneously address axial–vector Bc1 mesons, the least known of the meson systems,
that share properties of heavy–light and of quarkonium systems; with kaon K1 mesons, where we can qualitatively
estimate the mixing angle of the qq¯ mesons with a theoretically anchored computation and weigh on its discussion;
and to address the concept of parity doubling due to the Wigner realization of chiral symmetry in the high spectrum;
all within the same model and with the same interactions.
One obvious improvement that can be deployed in future work if there would be interest is to extend the simple
one–angle analysis to a multidimensional space where the various radial excitations are connected by an overlap
matrix. In principle, we can obtain those overlaps by integrating the radial wavefunctions obtained
∫
R∗1(|k|)R3(|k|)
between the spin–singlet and triplet configurations. This would allow for an independent calculation of the mixing
angle in taking only the ground state, but also for a refinement including the all–to–all mixing of figure 4.
But the most significant piece of work ahead is to connect the quark–antiquark formulation here presented for
axial–vector mesons to one including multiquark configurations or, more directly, meson–meson ones, to be able to
describe the effect of coupled channels. There is a large literature on this, especially in view of the near–threshold
X(3872) meson or the effect of axial resonances in controlling the scattering of D mesons in the hadron medium
into which the quark–gluon plasma cools [41]. At present we are considering how to best address it. A competent
lattice calculation [42] has already been presented, so one should carefully consider in which direction can model
computations complement it given their systematic limitations.
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Appendix A: Simplified hidden–flavor limit (quarkonium)
In this appendix we present the computation of the axial vector meson, for the restricted case of identical flavor,
as a cross–check of the earlier, more general calculation. Also, to guarantee independence of the results, we employ
a slightly different formalism. Instead of the angular momentum algebra based on Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and
given that the angular momenta involved are small, we construct the wavefunctions easily employing Pauli σ matrices
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multiplied by one power of orbital momentum kˆl to get the p–wave. Thus, in lieu of Eq. (25) we have
|1P1〉 = Constδ
mn
color√
3
kˆl(iσ2)R(k) (A1)
|3P1〉 = iConstδ
mn
color√
3
(iσ2)ǫijlσ
j kˆlR(k) .
(The notation is a bit more schematic than in Eq. (25) but equivalent: (iσ2) implements C–conjugation, since we are
coupling a particle and an antiparticle, and R(k) is a shorthand for the radial wavefunction ΨnJPLS ). As the spinor
products necessary for either the longitudinal or transverse potential are naturally expressed in terms of Pauli matrices
too,
U †k,sUq,d =
1
2
√
1 + sk
√
1− sqδsd + 1
2
√
1− sk
√
1 + sq(σ · kˆσ · qˆ)sd (A2)
V †−q,sV−k,d =
1
2
σ2
√
1− sk
√
1 + sqσ
2δsd +
1
2
√
1 + sk
√
1− sq(σ2σ · qˆσ · kˆσ2)sd
U †
k,sαUq,d =
1
2
√
1 + sk
√
1− sq(σσ · qˆ)sd + 1
2
√
1− sk
√
1 + sq(σ · kˆσ)sd
V †−q,sαV−k,d =
−1
2
√
1− sk
√
1 + sq(σ
2σ · kˆσσ2)sd + −1
2
√
1 + sk
√
1− sq(σ2σσ · qˆσ2)sd ,
the computation of the TDA kernels can be carried out by taking the trace of several combinations of the σ matrices,
which is conveniently done by a symbolic calculation environment such as FORM[43].
Here is how the computation of the matrix element of the transverse potential
〈1P1|HT |1P1〉 = C
∑
l
δll′
∫
dΩk
∫
dΩq kˆ
lqˆl
′
(A3)
U(|k − q|)
(
δmn − (k − q)
m(k − q)n
|k − q|2
)
Tmn (A4)
comes out. There,
Tmn = Tr{σ2U †kαmUqσ2V †−qαnV−k} (A5)
that can conveniently be divided in several pieces
Tmn = Tmn1 + T
mn
2 + T
mn
3 + T
mn
4 , (A6)
Tmn1 = ckcqTr{σmσ · qˆσ · kˆσn}, (A7)
Tmn2 = (1 + sk)(1 − sq)Tr{σmσ · qˆσnσ · qˆ}, (A8)
Tmn3 = (1− sk)(1 + sq)Tr{σ · kˆσmσ · kˆσn} = (A9)
= (1− sk)(1 + sq)Tr{σmσ · kˆσnσ · kˆ}, (A10)
Tmn4 = ckcqTr{σ · kˆσmσnσ · qˆ} . (A11)
The contribution proportional to the cosine of the BCS angle comes out as
x
(
δmn − (k − q)
m(k − q)n
|k − q|2
)
(T1 + T4)
mn = (A12)
= ckcq
{
3x2 − x
2(k2 + q2)− 2x3kq
|k − q|2
}
=
= ckcq
{
3x2 − x
2(k2 + q2 − 2xkq)
|k − q|2
}
= ckcq2x
2 , (A13)
and that for the sine reads
x
(
δmn − (k − q)
m(k − q)n
|k − q|2
)
Tmn2 =
= (1 + sk)(1− sq)
{
− x
2
−
x
2 (q
2 − k2)− x2kq + x3k2
|k − q|2
}
. (A14)
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TABLE IX: Masses of 1−− closed–flavor quarkonium mesons in GeV.
mq m1−− meson, mexp
10−3 0.75 ρ, 0.77
5× 10−3 0.79 ω, 0.78
10−1 0.92 φ, 1.02
1 3.23 J/ψ, 3.10
4 9.41 γ, 9.46
TABLE X: Masses of 1+− closed–flavor quarkonium mesons in GeV.
mq m1+− meson, mexp
10−3 1.30 h1, 1.17
5× 10−3 0.79 b1, 1.23
10−1 1.43
1 3.65 hc, 3.52
4 9.90 hb, 9.90
These, and the equivalent expressions for the longitudinal potential, can be expressed in terms of the Vn, Un angular
integrals of the potentials, and the auxiliary functions derived thereof, Wn, Zn, from Eqs. (21) and (22). With these,
the 1P1 meson reads
K+−,+− = ckcq[V2 + 2U2] + (1− sksq)[−2U2 + (k2 + q2)Z1]− (sk − sq)(k2 − q2)Z1 + (1 + sksq)V1 (A15)
and that for the 3P1 meson in turn
K++,++ = ckcq
{V0 + V2 + U0 + U2
2
−W1
}
+ (1 + sksq)V1 + (1 − sksq)
{k2 + q2
2
Z1
}
+ (sk − sq)k
2 − q2
2
Z1 . (A16)
Because the flavors of the quark and the antiquark are the same, the computation of the eventual mixing matrix
elements 〈3P1|HL |1P1〉 and 〈3P1|HT |1P1〉 directly leads to zero. (This happens as all the traces over σ matrices
involves an odd number of them.)
We have coded the kernels in Eqs. (A15) and (A16) and used them with the computer programme of [12] for the
vector mesons (that couple s and d–waves as explained in that reference).
First, a quick run with simple quark masses yields the vector meson masses in Table IX. The numeric values therein
suggest that the charm and bottom masses have to be taken slightly smaller (as we have done in the main body in
the paper, at 0.83 and 3.9 GeV respectively).
Independently of that, we have then run the same code for the axial vector mesons (which seem to be requiring a
quark mass slightly higher: their absolute splitting from the vector mesons does not appear to be very well captured
by the model Hamiltonian). The exercise is reported in Tables X and XI.
We can see that the 1+− states are systematically higher than the 1++ ones.
To see such ordering of the two 1+ states analytically, let us take the simple limit Mq → 0 in the TDA equation
(that is, we decouple the two body and the one–body problems, which is poor field theory so we refrain from quoting
any masses), in which case sin(φ(k)) = sk → 0, ck → 1 which simplifies the algebra very much. Additionally, we
set to zero the transverse potential by Ch → 0, leaving only the longitudinal one V ; In that case, the TDA kernels
become:
K+−,+− → V1 + V2, (A17)
K++,++ → 1
2
V0 + V1 +
1
2
V2 . (A18)
TABLE XI: Masses of 1++ closed–flavor quarkonium mesons in GeV.
mq m1++ meson, mexp
10−3 1.07 a1, 1.26
5× 10−3 1.23 f1, 1.28
10−1 1.21
1 3.59 ξc1, 3.51
4 9.89 hb1, 9.89
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TABLE XII: Ground state, first and second excited states for 1++ closed–flavor quarkonium mesons in GeV.
mq Ground state First excited Second excited
10−3 1.30 1.92 2.45
5× 10−3 1.23 1.82 2.33
10−1 1.43 2.04 2.54
1 3.65 4.09 4.46
4 9.90 10.20 10.45
TABLE XIII: Ground state, first and second excited states for 1+− closed–flavor quarkonium mesons in GeV.
mq Ground state First excited Second excited
10−3 1.07 1.48 2.4
5× 10−3 1.23 1.51 2.07
10−1 1.21 1.89 2.43
1 3.59 4.04 4.42
4 9.89 10.19 10.44
so that K+−,+− −K++,++ → V2−V02 > 0. This quantity is positive because V is strictly negative, and weighing its
angular integrals as in Eq. (20), the power of x2 < 1 in V2 makes it smaller than V0 (which is multiplied by 1 for the
polar integral). (V2 − V0)/2 is not a very large quantity (because the potential V is larger at x ∼ 1 where x2 is not
so different from 1 itself) but it is definitely positive. Thus, in this toy limit, the 1+− meson has higher mass,
M1+− > M1++ . (A19)
This is exactly what Tables X and XI, are showing. The effect of meson masses is mostly additive, and the hyperfine–
transverse potential exchange does not seem to be altering the order. In the main body of the paper it can be read
off, for example, in Table III, among others.
So finally, we proceed to providing for reference the first and second excitations of axial vectors in this same
calculation for closed flavor, in Tables XII and XIII.
Appendix B: Action of the chiral charge on the L–S basis
For completeness, and in the notation of appendix A, let us note how the chiral charge is acting in the basis
appropriate for quarkonium mf = mf ′ . Let us choose the following family of TDA wavefunctions (the first two with
JPC = 1−−, with s and d waves respectively, the third with JPC = 1+− coresponding to the spin singlet, and the
fourth to the spin triplet). Only the spin/momentum part is listed.
R1 ≡ R−s =
σ√
2
, (B1)
R2 ≡ R−d =
√
3
2
(
kˆ · σ kˆ− σ
3
)
,
R3 ≡ R+1 =
√
3
2
kˆ, (B2)
R4 ≡ R+3 =
√
3
2
σ × kˆ . (B3)
The chiral charge acts on these wavefunctions as a multiplicative kˆ · σ matrix, yielding
Q5R1 =
i√
3
(R3 + iR4), (B4)
Q5R2 =
1
3
(2R3 − iR4), (B5)
Q5R3 = R2 − i√
3
R4, (B6)
Q5R4 = iR2 − 2i√
3
R1 . (B7)
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It is easy to see by substitution between them that repeating the application of Q5 returns the original wavefunction.
Thus, it is clear that the chiral charge is not diagonal in the L–S basis, unlike in the mixed sQ–jq useful for
heavy–light systems.
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